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NEW QUESTION: 1
Considering the ITIL v3 model, what are Puppet and Chef
primarily used for?
A. change management
B. configuration management
C. release management
D. problem management
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is an example of agility in the AWS Cloud?
A. Access to multiple instance types
B. Access to managed services
C. Decreased acquisition time for new compute resources
D. Using Consolidated Billing to produce one bill
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference:
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/enterprise-strategy/risk-is-lack-o
f-agility/

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
In the Cluster Administration screen of a PresenceServices
cluster, when you try to change the cluster state to Accept New
Service, you receive the error:
Servers that are not in License Restricted mode assigned to the
cluster are below the Minimum number of required servers.
You check that a server has been administered under Breeze &gt;
Server Administration which shows green check under License
Mode, and a System State of Denying.
Which action needs to be taken to solve this problem?
A. Obtain and install an Avaya Breezeâ„¢ license on webLM with
more instances of Avaya Breezeâ„¢ nodes.
B. Under Avaya Breeze &gt; Server Administration, select the
server and change the System State to Accept New Service, then
return to the Cluster Administration screen and set the cluster
to Accept New Service.
C. Edit the Cluster, access the Servers tab, and assign the
server to the cluster; then set the cluster to Accept New
Service.
D. Edit the cluster to change the cluster profile from Core
Platform to General Purpose.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A senior IT manager tells you that company employees are
complaining that the traditional apps IT offers do not meet
their work requirements. The manager wants to migrate their
production applications to cloud-native applications. Which
statement correctly describes whether this customer is
qualified for an HP Helion solution?
A. The customer is qualified for the HP HelionOpenStack
Community solution.
B. The customer is qualified for the HP Helion Development
Platform.
C. The customer is not qualified for an HP Helion solution

because HP Helion is only targeted for companies who need
private or public clouds.
D. The customer is not qualified for an HP Helion solution
because HP Helion does not include a PaaS solution.
Answer: B
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